What Are We Calling “Latin Script”?
Name and Reality in the
Grammatological Terminology
Wang Yifan

Abstract. The main purpose of this paper is to pose a question regarding the term
“script” in the grammatological field, in respect of whether accepted referents
match up the definition in previous studies. We follow existing definitions, dis
cuss its nature, and test it against a widely known instance, Latin script. We have
concluded that what we call by that name is, in many aspects, not integral to be a
single “script” in reality. We thus propose an alternative view on its classification
and relevance, with some preliminary analysis on this problem.

1.

Background

1.1. The Term “Script”
While there are several known controversial concepts in theoretical
grammatology (or maybe graphemics; by this term we refer to the semi
otics dedicated to “writing”) in terms of their definitions, most notori
ously grapheme (Kohrt, 1985; Lockwood, 2001), some key terms, to our
knowledge including script, have gained general acceptance, rarely been
questioned in previous research whenever it has been mentioned.
Script. A collection of letters and other written signs used to represent
textual information in one or more writing systems. For example, Russian is
written with a subset of the Cyrillic script; Ukranian is written with a differ
ent subset. The Japanese writing system uses several scripts.
(The Unicode Consortium, 2016)
The term script is reserved for the graphic form of the units of a writing
system. Thus, for example, ‘The Croatian and Serbian writing systems are
very similar, but they employ different scripts, Roman and Cyrillic, respec
tively.’
(Coulmas, 2003, p. 35)
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A “script” is just a set of distinct marks conventionally used to represent
the written form of one or more languages. […] Thus we will speak of the “Ro
man script” or the “Chinese script.” A writing system however is a script used
to represent a particular language. […] We will use the terms “orthography”
and “writing system” interchangeably.
(Sproat, 2000, p. 25)
script 1 In the study of writing, the graphic form of a writing system. […] A
writing system needs a script for its physical representation […]. For example,
the Roman, Cyrillic, Greek, Russian and runic scripts […].
(Coulmas, 1996, p. 454)

They all agree that a script is a collection of written symbols that
serves writing systems or orthographies, by which they refer to mechanisms
bridging between a particular language and a graphic representation, as
shown in a definition below.
Writing System. A set of rules for using one or more scripts to write a par
ticular language. Examples include the American English writing system, the
British English writing system, the French writing system, and the Japanese
writing system.
(The Unicode Consortium, n.d.)

Some authors, as far as we could find, do not explicitly give a defin
ition, but still implicitly assume similar frameworks, as they occasion
ally make remarks like “Why is Czech written in the Roman alphabet”
(Rogers, 2005, p. 182). Similarly in DeFrancis (1989) or Daniels (2009).
Others have slightly different set of terminology, such as:
orthography
conventional spelling of texts, and the principles therefor
writing system a signary together with an associated orthography
script
in this book, equivalent to writing system
(Daniels and Bright, 1996, pp. xliii–xlv)

Daniels (2018, p. 155), however, has modified the definitions as the
following, which he states to be “hopefully uncontroversial”.
(1) orthography
(2) script

conventional spelling of texts, and the principles therefor
a particular collection of characters (or signs), used to
avoid specifying abjad, alphabet, etc.
(3) writing system a script together with an associated orthography

It is also worth noting that Sampson (1985; 2015) explicitly treats
terms including script and writing system equivalent. That said, the books
still seem to implicitly assume that something is shared among writing
systems: “keeping the Roman alphabet […] but departing from the stan
dard English spelling”.
One interesting thing we would like to point out is that, as one can
also see from the above, definitions of script are usually accompanied by
several instances authors think are notable examples of it, in which Ro
man (Latin), Cyrillic, and Chinese scripts seem to be most commonly
referred to.
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Terminology in This Paper

This paper will use script, orthography, and writing system thereafter in ac
cord with the definition of Daniels (2018) cited in Section 1.1. We also
replace writing system with alphabet in this paper when referring to specific
writing system (e.g., English alphabet) for convenience sake, as most of
the discussion involves alphabetic writing systems. Letters are marked
in angular brackets (e.g., <A>) when the glyph or grapheme etc. repre
sented by them are in discussion, without any extra notation, as each
meaning should be unambiguous from the context.
Latin script, which will be the central topic of this paper, is also widely
known in several aliases, such as Latin alphabet, Roman script, or Roman al
phabet. This paper will consistently use the name “Latin script,” regard
less of what it is addressed by other authors, as we consider them syn
onymous in this paper. The names might represent different connota
tion with historical stages, but the discussion is mostly concerned with
recent, if not contemporary materials that no confusion would be ex
pected from the possible contrast.

2. The Nature of a Script
2.1.

The Emic Nature of Script

As we have previously seen in Section 1.1, a script is over all understood
as “a set of graphical forms used in writing systems.” Now the question is
whether each “graphical form” stands for a concrete, objective shape that
can be identified across scripts, or a conceptual, subjective item that can
only be defined inside a system of script? We believe that the elements
in the inventory of a script must be the latter—in other words, emic units
as introduced by Pike (1954).
The fact can be confirmed by a couple of simple observations. Fig
ure 1 shows a logo once employed as the official logo of NASA (National
Aeronautics and Space Administration) of USA. In the picture, the entire
graphical shape is intended to be read as “NASA,” but the parts corre
sponds to <A> are realized without the bar in the middle. It, of course,
causes little difficulty being recognized as an instance of <A> never
theless. This, however, can be a little different when we are writing in
Greek script, because the system differentiates <Α> (Alpha) and <Λ>
(Lambda) exactly by that feature. Greek readers would also recognize
the shape itself, but a design that equalizes the two is simply wrong.
Thus we can say that a script is not made by picking out needed pieces
out of the sea of any imaginable graphical shape. We can accept every
kind of shape, may it be untypical, just different system might impose
different judgment.
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Fıgure 1. An old logo of NASA

There will be another question: is it not that where scripts differ is
only how to draw lines between numerous elements, each of which is
still a concrete shape which one has encountered? What we see in Fig
ure 2 is a passage intended to be meaningful as English, but each distinct
shape corresponding to a letter is made to largely resemble katakana and
kanji’s skeleton in Japanese writing. Most readers who read English and
not Japanese should be able to understand the sentences, although they
presumably have never seen such rendering of English alphabet before1 .
It may sound surprising, but they are so similar to what usual Japan
ese characters look like that is almost illegible to those who chiefly read
Japanese. From this example we can see that the recognition of each el
ement is not founded on actual instances, but on some essential features
the element has in the script.
With these above, we can regard a script as a system that has its own
rule set of distinction, and a limited number of elements which are dif
ferentiated from each other by internal rules.

2.2.

The Writing System–Independence

As in Section 1.1, the common perception is that a script can serve for
multiple writing systems, and a writing system may utilize one or more
scripts. Meanwhile, we have confirmed in Section 2.1 that a script is by
nature an emic system.
The relation between a script and a writing system is comparable
to that between a sound system (phonological system) and a language.
Basically, the former is a subsystem of the latter. Yet there is a main dif
ference, namely that a script is thought to be shareable between many
1. In case whoever has difficulty reading it: the intended reading is hey guys /
can't you read / this sentence? / why can't? 'cause you are japanese (obscure cas
ing).
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Fıgure 2. Passage in a fauxJapanese2 Latin typeface (XYZ4096, 2015)

writing systems. The quality of being independent from writing systems
(on the flip side, a writing system can have multiple scripts) is an inter
esting aspect of script, a unique notion in grammatology. In the world
of language, a sound system is usually not considered sharable among
multiple spoken languages.
In the same time, it comes with a question: how to determine if
scripts used in two writing systems are the same? We could hardly find
linguistic literature that discusses the problem, as phonology has been
rarely compared across languages. It is an unusual idea to assume many
languages share the same sound system or inventory.

2.3.

Comparing a Script

Because a script can be shared by writing systems, we need means to
compare scripts of different writing systems in order to know whether
they are identical. A hint comes from Roy Harris’s works. His theory on
writing is, as pointed out by Daniels (1996), admittedly somewhat dis
tant from the “mainstream” writing systems studies cited in Section 1.1,
partly because it is tightly combined with the underlying integrationist
2. Note by the Editor. Alessandrini (1979, p. 44) gives the name exotypes to “Latin
typefaces that simulate nonLatin scripts,” like in the case of this example. (Haralam
bous, 2007, p. 414).
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framework. Despite that, many of his semiotic descriptions are equally
meaningful even if we do not presuppose his perspective. He refers to
two concepts: notation and script.
– notation:
A notation may serve as a basis for more than one scripts.
(Harris, 2000, p. 92)
A notation may, in principle, serve to articulate any number of dif
ferent writing systems. Whatever value the figure 5 has […], it remains
recognizable as a member of the series of characters belonging to the no
tation we call ‘Arabic numerals’.
(Harris, 1995, p. 102)

– script:
[T]he typical range of forming and processing activities involved in
dealing with letters, numerals, syllabaries, etc. […] based on the recogni
tion and relative sequencing of the members of an inventory of characters,
differentiated […] by their form.
(ibid., p. 93)

Except that his scope of discussion includes nonglottographic (i.e.,
which does not translate into oral languages) writing as well, his nota
tion and script highly resembles script and writing system in this paper, re
spectively3 . On top of that, Harris (2000, p. 106) provides criteria of a
notation.
1. Each member of the set has a specific form which sets it apart from all
others in the set.
2. Between any two members there is either a relation of equivalence or a
relation of priority. Thus every member has a determinate position with
respect to all other members in the set.
3. Membership of the set is closed.

Based on this, we can draw up our criteria to determine when it should
be an identical script, summarized as follows:
1. The set has the same repertoire of members.
2. The set has the same boundaries / rules of distinction among its members.
3. The set has the same set of internal relationships among its members.
The criteria has been modified from Harris’s original one by a few
points. Firstly, asserting that membership of a script is closed may be
too strong, because, while it is probably theorydependent, some actual
writing systems are apparently using an indeterminate number of signs.
3. Beware that our script corresponds to Harris’s notation, not his script.
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We lower the hurdle to the level that a consistent mapping of each mem
bers will suffice, and merged it into our first and second conditions. Sec
ondly, the second item of Harris’s is too focused on onedimensional re
lationship, and we want to augment it to cover any interrelated contrast
and/or connection, which is resolved into our second and third condi
tions. Finally, Harris’s first item becomes a part of our second condition.

3.

The “Latin Script” Problem

3.1. Question
Latin script is often cited as the most widespread script that used by
majority of the world’s languages (Knight, 1996; SIL International, n.d.).
Meanwhile, it is also routinely said that Latin script has been kept mono
lithic.
[T]hese local forms were always considered to be forms of a single Roman
alphabet shared by all western European cultures[…]. If we compare this with
the Greek […] those variants frequently became independent scripts: Coptic,
Gothic, Cyrillic, etc. […] [I]n India a single early script gave rise to a very
large number of different scripts. Western Europe, however, maintained a
sense of cultural unity which preserved the Roman alphabet intact.
(Rogers, 2005, pp. 175–176)

It declares a belief, that despite the diversity in form and of writing
systems adopted in western European languages, they are all founded
on an identical set of symbols called Latin script. Is this belief, whereby
people call the massive existence in one name “Latin script,” true and
valid in the light of its actual function? Could we trust it as a sound gram
matological concept? We would like to examine this statement against
our criteria described in Section 2.3.
It is to be noted that in subsequent discussions we will only be inter
ested about its solidarity as a script, not other factors related to writing
systems. That means we try to isolate what is relevant to comparison
of scriptlevel behavior, in the way along the line of previous sections.
Topics about correspondence with oral languages and usage of punctu
ation are out of scope. Some features that characterize a writing system,
namely writing direction, digraphs, capitalization, and other rules on
combinations of letters in spelling (graphotactics) are excluded because
they can be explained as orthographical phenomena. Mentioning dif
ferences induced by diacritical elements is also avoided, because we do
not have conviction that it does not fall under orthography but script in
principle, being merely a vertical version of combination.
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3.2. Range of the Latin Script
In order to discuss various properties of Latin script, we must have a
definition of the extent it is used. However, there are few exhaustive de
scriptions available on the extension of the script. Documentations we
can temporarily rely on are Wikipedia,4 which lists around 150 alpha
bets counted as Latin script’s applications, or ScriptSource (SIL Interna
tional, n.d.), which lists around 4,500 of them. Here, we will delegate the
specification of (commonly acknowledged) Latinscript and nonLatin
script writing systems to those sources for the purpose of discussion.

3.3. Examination
3.3.1. Repertoire
ISO basic Latin, recognizing 26 letters, each with two variants—upper and
lower cases, could provide us a reasonable starting point of discussion
on Latin script repertoire.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Although the set gains most widespread currency in the Latinscript
world, many languages add, drop, or both add and drop base charac
ters, besides the majority of Latinscript orthographies that mandatorily
employ diacritics to augment their character sets. This varied coverage,
putting other factors aside, presents a difficulty delimiting the extension
of Latin script, since as with the classical Sorites paradox, we would be
not able to decide how many letters could be added/reduced before an
orthography starts/ceases to be a Latinbased writing system. This con
cern is, unfortunately, something real.
If we are allowed to believe a chart on Wikipedia,4 the only two letters
that 81 Latinscript orthographies (when accessed back on 2018) agree
to have in common are <A> and <I>. What if we adopted it as the min
imal requirement of Latin script? Then Belarusian alphabet would be
a member by having <A>/<a> and <I>/<i>, contrary to most readers’
expectation! What is worse is, at the time of writing of this article, the
list has been expanded to include 100 alphabets, the only shared letter
of which is <A>.
Can we, on the other hand, define the system by the largest super
set? Cherokee script has 5 letters indistinguishable with the basic Latin

4. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Latin-script_alphabets.
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letters (by roman type) in both upper and lower cases, and 17 if lim
ited to the upper case5 . Even compared to modern Cyrillic inventory,
in which less than 10 letters at maximum match that of Latin under the
same conditions, it exhibits a great degree of commonality with Latin.
Does it mean that Cherokee script is qualified to be incorporated as a
variation of Latin? Of course, Cherokee comprises a much larger reper
toire of characters that counts over 80, which discounts the fraction of
similar letters out of its entirety. But then, what if we had a writing sys
tem that used up a large number of additional peculiar letters, which is
already partially practiced by some existing African, as well as European
alphabets that belong to the Latin script group?

3.3.2. Distinction
When we are using a Latin letter in a language, is it the “same” sign we
use to write another Latinbased language? Since we have excluded dif
ferences in socalled graphemephoneme (or we might name it more
broadly, “graphicacoustic”) correspondence, which is naturally idio
syncratic to each orthography, we should reword the question: does a
Latin letter share a set of distinctive features throughout Latinbased
writing system? This is practically reduceable to a question whether an
instance of letter written under an orthography is perceivable as the
same letter under another, without misunderstanding.
Perhaps one of the most outstanding, systematic discrepancies
among Latinscript writing systems is about the tittle on <I>. Turkish
alphabet, with some followers of it, stipulates the dot above <I> to be
distinctive, therefore it has two sets of letters <I>/<ı> and <İ>/<i> to
represent distinct phonemes in the language, where most other Latin
based writing systems ignore the difference, in addition to the fact that
<I>/<i> is the standard glyph pair for them in printing. In Turkey,
we are never short of examples that (presumably) local literates inad
equately stretch their rule to foreign writings. Figure 3 shows a four
language signboard in the allcaps style, which is particularly curi
ous because while the English translation—with no diacritics needed—
contains no <İ>, French and German translations—both requiring some
diacritics—are printed with all capital <i>’s as <İ>.
The orthographically demanded split of <I> and <İ> has further sig
nificance beyond the letters themselves. According to the study of Özer
(2016), over the half of subjects (college students attending the calligra
phy class) put a tittle above the capital J, although it is an “error,” non
conforming to the prescriptive orthography of Turkish (Figure 6). This
5. The reckoning is based on the number of glyphs rendered identical in the
Phoreus Cherokee typeface, which is designed consistently through Latin and Chero
kee letters, and reportedly in cooperation with the Cherokee Nation (Jamra, 2015).

Fıgure 3. A signboard in Turkey with dotted I

Fıgure 4. Variations of ĳ (Tubantia – beeld RD, Anton Dommerholt)

Fıgure 5. Variations of Ż (My another account, 2014)
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example clearly shows the result of an analogical induction that what
the capital of <j> should look like, when that of <i> is <İ>. We can say
that the Turkish system has afforded the conceptualization of tittles as
a diacritic, unlike other branches of Latinscript alphabets.

Fıgure 6. Handwritten J’s of undergraduate Turks (Özer, 2016)

We can still find examples if we narrow down the scope to Indo
European languages. For example, the <У>like glyph is often written in
the place of what is usually represented by digraph <IJ> in Dutch (Fig
ure 4), while most of nonDutch, suppose English, readers would equate
it with <Y>. In another case, <Z> and <Ƶ> are distinct letters in Polish
because the latter is a variant of <Ż> (Figure 5), against the conception
in some writing systems such as that of English.
These discrepancies signify the difference of distinctive criteria. If
an English and a Turkish, an English and a Dutch, or an English and a
Polish reader disagree with the identity of a certain glyph, those systems
cannot be identical. The situation is comparable to that where the same
sample of voice steadily invokes associations with different phonemes
for two speakers: they are considered to have different sound systems,
which means they speak different languages or dialects.

3.3.3. Ordering
Latin script maintains a certain relatively stable sorting order, which ap
pears to be a hopeful trait to characterize the system if putting aside the
status of letters with diacritics. However, according to Comrie (1996),
the Lithuanian alphabet disagrees with ISO basic alphabet by putting
<Y> between <I> and <J> (because <Y> represents the long vowel of
<I>), and so does the Estonian alphabet, with <Z> between <S> and
<T> (<Z> being a foreign letter whose sound is akin to that of <S>).

3.3.4. Case
Casing does not account for the uniqueness of Latin script by its own,
yet is still possible to be an auxiliary measure. Most variations of Latin
script certainly are bicameral, but casing in Saanich alphabet is very
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Fıgure 7. Misspelled broken script in Germany (Kobayashi, 2012)

marginal, if not nonexistent. It consists of 38 uppercase glyphs with low
ercase <s>, while <s> exclusively marks the third person possesive suf
fix, which is not exchangeable with the uppercase counterpart (Harvey,
2009).

3.3.5. Diachrony
We would like to make some mention of related matters in the di
achronic perspective. It is frequently argued that historical glyphs ap
pearing in old documents are also variants of Latin script. Is it true that
they are merely allographic to modern glyphs of the script?
Firstly, of course, we have issues in identity of character set, where
the classical repertoire of Latin script lacks <I>–<J> and <U>–<V> dis
tinctions alongside an independent <W>, as compared to ISO basic al
phabet. But can we still deem that the remaining letters are conceptually
unaltered over the course of time?
Akira Kobayashi, a Germanybased typographer, has reported his in
teresting discovery on broken script (a.k.a. Gothic or Fraktur) misuse
(Kobayashi, 2012). Figure 7 shows a sticker intended to be read “Ein
tracht Frankfurt,” but actually typeset “Eintracht Frantzfurt”. This kind
of error suggests whoever in charge of this product understands broken
script glyph shape merely by imposing an Antiqua (i.e., contemporary)
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Fıgure 8. Misspelled Japanese manual (Kimuramo, 2017)

mental image, and such knowledge does not automatically provide cor
rect discrimination ability of the broken script. Such a situation is, in
fact, typically observed when a writer tries to handle nonnative writing
systems. Figure 8 is a wellknown example among Japanese scale model
hobbyists, where the imported brand regularly confuses similarlooking
characters in Japanese. The cause of such confusion in this case is clearly
the unfamiliarity of the writer with Japanese scripts6 . Even though it has
been only seventy years since the ban of broken script in Germany, does
not the fact people make similar mistakes imply that the broken script
is already a foreign script to the current population? The problem here
is practically same as the one we mentioned in Section 3.3.2, and poses a
serious question of alledged solidarity of historical Latin script varieties.

3.3.6. Others
Despite all internal differences adduced above, we can observe greater
commonalities shared by (at least modern) members of the Latinscript
sphere, such as vertical layout including ascender and descender, basic

6. The errors include mistaking し (shi) for レ (re), フ (fu) for つ (tsu), and ワ (wa)
for ク (ku).
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anatomy of letterforms including stroke and dot, as well as their con
junctions, set of known stylistic variations including italic and boldface.
Moreover, if we loosen restriction taking the rough correlation between
shape and expected phonetic/phonological value into account, the over
all similarity appears more manifest.
So, are these common features altogether sufficient to define Latin
script? We consider that it will be also difficult to defend this hypothesis
against the notion such as (modern) Cyrillic script, a sibling of Latin
script, which already has various features in common, not to mention
several homographs with similar phonetic output.
There is another possible argument, namely that even when one ac
knowledges incomplete agreement of each point stated in previous sec
tions, one can still make up a valid definition by combining the common
internal relations above with elements confirmed free of distinctiveness
gap, i.e., “particular letters α and β, if exist, must be in the repertoire in
this order, and/or n% of characters must be compatible with a certain
set...” The problem with this approach is that it is overly artificial and
ad hoc if considering the wild disparity in repertoire, especially without
guarantee to be true for future applications of the script.
Shrinking the scope of “Latin script” and regarding most of writing
systems virtually as multiscript systems of “Latin” and some idiosyn
cratic scripts may also be a solution (see Sections 1.1, 2.2), but it ends up
in the same problem whether one can distinguish similar scripts by the
remaining features.

4. Discussion
After the examination in Section 3.3, we understand that it is hard to
justify what has been called the Latin script as a welldefined solid idea.
Is there a viable way to encompass the traditional notion of Latin script
in its entirety, without letting it be a ship of Theseus? Or do we have to
discard the idea from grammatology? We believe the notion equivalent
or akin to the current understanding of Latin script still has relevance
and importance, just in some other ways.
We think what explains the current situation of Latin script better
is such words like family resemblance by Wittgenstein (2009) or prototype
by cognitive linguists (Taylor, 1995). The cognacy inside those writ
ing systems is undeniable, only it is intermediated by mutual similar
ity between certain single systems, instead of a standard to conform. It
forms a vague but continous concept as much as a rainbow with all of
its gradation. After all, the historical truth is that its identity as Latin
script has been handed down through repetitive borrowing, adaptation,
and/or systematic imitation, rather than consistent rules.
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Therefore, we propose to treat the concept Latin script as a genealog
ical clade, an analogue of family or branch in comparative linguistics.
That is, we argue against the view that writing systems described in
Section 3.2 shares a common system called Latin script, in favor of one
that what they have are multiple “sister scripts” that are related yet still
incommensurable, whereas the concept Latin script traditionally covers
remains as a category to explain their homological similarities. We can
also place it as a macroscript that wraps up its variation, if taken syn
chronically. This paradigm, on one hand, encourages us to turn our eyes
to actual usage and environment within a specific writing system (in
cluding interactions between glottic symbols and punctuation, regional
variation of handwriting, etc.) rather than imposing the common “Latin
script” framework, while on the other hand, draws our attention to the
dynamism of historical development and diffusion: from which, and to
which, a script tradition of a writing system is transferred, which repre
sents a true richness the everevolving Latinscript world.
As for why the idea of a homogenous Latin script has been retained,
it is suggested that, paradoxically, it is due to common belief. If one re
members the words of Rogers (2005) cited in Section 3.1, he said: “West
ern Europe, however, maintained a sense of cultural unity which pre
served the Roman alphabet intact.” We would say it is more likely that,
the “Roman alphabet” is an artifact of the cultural unity. The shared
cultural, religional, and technological background has made people be
lieve in its identity independently of what it is in reality. And it is cer
tainly understandable, because various technologies and social institu
tions that enable the art of writing play essential roles in actualization
and sustainment of each writing system. In this sense, an explanation
found in the SIL International website grasps the essence very nicely:
script — a maximal collection of characters used for writing languages or
for transcribing linguistic data that share common characteristics of appearance,
share a common set of typical behaviours, have a common history of development,
and that would be identified as being related by some community of users. Examples:
Roman (or Latin) script, Arabic script, Cyrillic script, Thai script, Devanagari
script, Chinese script, etc.
(Lyons et al. 2001; emphasized by the author)

We find that this definition represents a more correct way to capture the
current multifaceted status of this concept. It is not a purely grammato
logical notion as it may seem, but something influenced by sociological
perception, especially at the field site.
This situation is reminiscent of the parlance regarding regional lan
guage protection in China. In Europe, the advocates of minority lan
guages are eager to address their systems as “languages,” emphasizing
difference with their neighbors, even when they are in the middle of a
continuum. The Chinese counterparts, however, keep calling theirs “di
alects” even in the most enthusiastic tone. The wording is upholded by a
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common cultural belief, which in turn is backed up by their ethnic iden
tity, that the entire spread of Chinese is a single language, although its
major “dialects” have little mutual intellegibility.
As we revisit Latin script, what has supported its existence can be
likewise named as the greater sociological intervention, or to say, the
“common sense,” over the purely grammatological analysis. Regardless
of how we are going to cope with Latin script in the future, we strongly
believe that we must reappraise the crude reality laid out in front of
us concerning its consistency with its value in our theoretical world,
rather than simply affirming or repackaging traditional ideas with a new
appearance. We also suppose that a similar discussion could be made
against other major groups entitled as single “script,” as well as other
entities given a name in previous grammatological research. What we
discussed in this paper is probably the tip of the iceberg, and much more
would be still left hidden.
Lastly, we emphasize the fact that we are not trying to get rid of script
from the schema defined in Section 1.2, or to incorporate its faculty into
another concept. We did not verify whether different writing systems
are able to share the same script or not. Topics like whether a concept
script is valid or useful, and if so, whether it should be subordinated to
each writing system or not, are untouched in this paper, though we rec
ognize the importance of such questions that need to be explored in the
future. What we have shown at this point is that the alleged vast unifor
mity of Latin script is unlikely to stand.

5. Conclusion
After having reviewed the current definitions of script and its expected
nature, our argument is: the entity we call Latin script when we use terms
script and writing system to state “(English/French/Indonesian etc.) writ
ing system uses Latin script” is:
– theoretically problematic if regarded as a consistent concept, applied
uniformly across writing systems which is supposed to use it
– a socially motivated idea, unlikely to be a valid single script for gram
matological analyses
– better positioned as a genealogical grouping or a macrosystem
(macroscript)
It is expected that similar claims are likewise to be made concerning
most crossregional “scripts,” such as Arabic, Cyrillic, or Chinese. How
actually scripts of the world can be alternatively established would be an
important task and remains to be seen in the future. We also hope that
those categorical entities descended from traditional abstraction should
undergo due scrutiny and refinement so that they can be fitted for fur
ther academic discussion.
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